The bacteriological definition by microscopy of a sputum smear-positive tuberculosis case following WHO required that a positive smear examination had to be confirmed by a second positive result.

This study:

contributed to a policy change in WHO recommendations that were decided in June 2007 following the publication of these findings.

In this exercise, the approach to the problem is reproduced.

The dataset provided here allows the determination of how frequent a scanty positive or a positive smear result is actually confirmed in daily practice in these four countries. It allows further to determine how frequent such a confirmation can be made among suspects who actually had a complete set of examinations.

Exercise hypotheses

H$_{01}$: At least 80 per cent of suspects with at least one scanty or positive smear result have a confirmatory scanty or positive result

H$_{02}$: At least 90 per cent of suspects with three serial examination among which there is at least one scanty or positive smear result have a confirmatory scanty or positive result in another examination
Tasks:

- Write a program C_EX04.PGM that determines the proportion of suspects who have a confirmatory examination, making a distinction between scanty and positive smears. Produce a table by country.

- Produce a second table in the same program to determine the proportion of suspects who have a confirmatory examination and who had a complete series of smears, making a distinction between scanty and positive smears.

- Interpret the findings.